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BRANDYWINE VILLAGE REVITALIZED:;

A NEW ENVIRONMENT IN RESPONSE TO

EXISTING CI-IARACTERISTICS

by

N. I—|oward Weissman

(ABSTRACT)

This thesis deals with the design of new buildings in response

to a given existing context. A neighborhood core consisting of

shops, offices, and apartments was designed in awareness of the

visual characteristics of the existing Brandywine Village.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to design a building that is both

U
functional and buildable, with the intention of giving the new building

some relation to the existing urban context and to contribute to the

existing neighborhood some urban amenities which have not pre-

viously existed, for instance places where the residents c_an

interact.

~ It was assumed from the beginning that the elements that make

up the character of the existing neighborhood could be identified and

that the amenities that the old neighborhood lacks could be provided

by the new.

In order to identify what the characteristics of the existing

neighborhood are, a visual survey of the existing area has been

made and from this survey these characteristics have been better

_ understood. Investigation has been conducted to determine what

some of the qualities a good neighborhood should have.

The design evolved in awareness of these qualitative aspects of

T the existing neighborhood. One major conclusion drawn from the

thesis undertaking has been that because of contemporary construc-

tion methods and density requirements it is not possible for the new

I
to have scale or details similar to the old, and as such must by its

very nature, although compatible with what exists, be different.
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This thesis is an attempt to become- more aware and sensitive to

what the qualitative aspects of the existing neighborhood are, and

pursuantly to attempt to incorporate those qualitative aspects into

the new building within the constraints oF contemporary Functional

and construction requirements.
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The Contribution of History to the Environment

Few things are the same today as they were 50, 20 or even 10

years ago. The tvventieth century has brought with it a fantastic

number of changes. These changes continue to occur with ever

increasing speed. Needless to say, our cities have changed as a

result, and perhaps encompass the most pronounced changes in the

modes of human habitation the world has ever seen. Yet change is

not always good. Along with change comes a new set of problems.
A

Changes in our cities have often been. . . "accompanied by the

destruction of many of the landmarks of progress which we have

created along the journey through time. "1

Cities are essentially cultural expressions. Given attractive

settings and cultural particularity, cities should be able to proudly

claim distinction. "The 'City Whole' is a real city tied to a specific

place, possessing a past, caring for its own, and nurturing an

4
individual culture. "2

At a time when American cities are going through a process of

revitalizing themselves, it would seem beneficial to. . . "replace only

those parts of the city which are essentially worn out and particu-

larly, to try to preserve the remnants of the past which are of

. special merit. . .
"3

By retaining elements of the past in our environment we can

develop feelings of attachment and a sense of identity. Continuity in
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the physical environment helps us see ourselves in a continuous

historical perspective. For this reason it is important that elements

From the past be retained in the environment and that neighborhoods

and patterns of life be maintained and strengthened. This is impor—

tant to the stability of neighborhoods and to all the inhabitants of a

city.

"In addition to giving a growing, changing city some visible link

with the past, preservation sparks an idea: If the past is worth

B
saving, the present and future are worth taking care with so that

maybe, in their time, they will be worth protecting.
"4

By relating the new building to the existing area not only is

visual continuity provided, but in this case, historical continuity

as well .
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Diversity of Activities

Up until the time of the automobile, American cities did possess

some comfortable amenities such as tree lined streets, varied

paving textures, and canopied sidewalks in shopping areas.5 But

since the automobile has taken over so much of our environment,

V our cities have lost many of the facets that gave them identity and

character, and made them places for people to be. Compounding l

this problem has been the efforts of planners to segregate the various

A
functions of the city. Pesidences are in one area, offices in another,

retail in another, and so on until, due to this segregation, we are

in danger of losing whatever unities of social living we had. As '

offices are built in one section of town, housing is eliminated,

resulting in vast migrations of people and automobiles back and

forth to work each day. People object to other activities such as

restaurants or stores on their street. "But true living accepts the

i
joys of togetherness along with the setbacks.

"6
The diversity of

activities provides a rich and meaningful environment full of people

and movement.

Diversity in the environment comes from mixing functions, not

separating them as planners and zoning ordinances have done during

‘ the past decades. Shops, community facilities, offices, and so forth,

all need to be mixed together along with housing. Once this diversity

is established the designer can provide places (plazas, seating,
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fountains) where human interaction can occur.

Our early cities examplify this diversity of activities . The

harbor was the center of the city and around it grew residential

areas and centers of finance and commerce. Government buildings

and public halls were sometimes built above market buildings, and

_ hotels developed near the places of commerce.7

In modern times, the different areas of a city, whether new or

old, require varying degrees of intermixture with complementary

l
facilities in order to function well. In the first part of this century

extremely incompatible facilities were located together. The term

"mixed—use" developed as a term to describe this. But this mixture

A has led in some cases to the opposite extreme of complete functional

segregation. This has resulted, for example, in the office sections

of our downtowns being devoid of almost all human activity after

5 p.m. Mixed use, or better still, diversity and intensity of use,

l
does not mean oyercrowding of facilities, but their complementary

· proximity. It does not mean that there is no relief from the bustle

of the city, but, on the contrary, that near the center of activity we

V
can enjoy the relief of a park, or a cafe, simply another complementary

use in which there should be places for gathering.8 t

_ When there is mixed use, such as in town residential areas, an

outdoor produce market, offices, shops, restaurants, all in close

location to each other, intersperced with plaza or seating areas,
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constant movement of people back and forth from one activity to

another during all hours of the day results. One set of activities

supports the other. For example——a person goes to work in the

morning and stops at the cafe for coffee. During lunch he goes to

a restaurant, shops or sits in the plaza and watches the people go

by. On the way home from work he stops at the produce market to

take home some fresh fruits or vegetables. In the evening he is

able to stroll leisurely, see a movie or show, or sit in a cafe. The

O
diverse nature of activities makes urban living a whole experience.
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The Role of the Site

The chosen site, in Wilmington, Delaware, is in an older section

of the city known as Brandywine Village. This site was Ch0Seh be-

cause it has an historic setting, is located along parkland and a

river, and particularly because it was felt that due to its architectural

characteristics such as pedestrian scale and interesting building

details (to be discussed in Chapter 2), that it had the potential to
l

lend these qualities to the new complex.
U

Although Wilmington had been settled in 1630, Brandywine

Village was outside of the city boundaries until 1869. Brandywine

Village was one of early America's most important industrial

communities for the milling of grain and the production of black powder

for the army of colonial America.

Several of the structures in Brandywine Village predate the

revolutionary war and have been restored by citizen groups as well

t
as individuals. The objective has not been to turn the structures

into museums, but to find tenants in sympathy with the citizen's goal

of restoring Brandywine Village to an active and viable neighborhood

Q
community. The new owners would either lease or sell the structures

for use as homes, neighborhood retail space, or as office space.9

_ Because of the important role played by Brandywine Village in

American history and because of the committment of the citizens to

Brandywine Village suggested by their role in the restoration and
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renovation of existing buildings, it is felt that this site has the

potential both in terms of architectural character and historical

meaning to contribute to the development of the active neighborhood

the citizens of Brandywine Village wish to have.



VISUAL SURVEY
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The Development oF Visual Awareness.

The visual survey was undertaken to evaluate the character oF

Brandywine \/illage. The objective was to learn to see what was

extant and never observed. Things that we see everyday, but Fail

to appreciate, Frequently establish the Feeling or character oF a

place.

This survey was an attempt to remove the blinders that Filter

out. . . "the more interesting aspects oF the visual world, another way

·
10

oF saying we lose at an early age our visual curiosity." Given the

diFFiculty and responsibilities oF getting oneself saFely through the

crises and dangers of everyday life, the eye quickly Forms habits oF

selection under which the non-essential visual issues are Filtered

out in Favor oF the more vital ones.

This Filtering out oF the "non-essential" information is unFor-

tunate because it severely limits our ability to appreciate what is

i
"out there" in the environment, and thus stunts our ability to judge

as to what we want "out there" to be. ll

This visual survey attempted to gain an appreciation oF the

1
qualities oF Brandywine \/illage; to learn to "see" what it is that

actually gives Brandywine \/illage its character.

_
l

IF this awareness is developed, then the new design may be able

to respond to the environmental qualities of Brandywine \/illage in

a positive way-—by conveying a similar Feeling.
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Due to the fact that what currently exists in Brandywine Village

was mostly built between 1800-1850, and because of contemporary

building materials and new construction methods the new development

of shops, of‘Fices, and housing will not contain the same elements

that presently exist. Perhaps, however, a similar character might

be conveyed if first what currently exists is appreciated.
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Landmarks

Prominent visual features of the city are its landmarks.

Whether they are large and seen at great distances like the Empire

State Ebilding, or are small and are seen close up like a fountain

or a statue, landmarks are important elements of urban form

because they help people to orient themselves in the city and help

identify an area. A good landmark is a distinct, but harmonious

element in its urban setting. 12

1
When seen from New Jersey, the island of Manhattan is a

striking array of sky and buildings. Similarly, Brandywine Village

has a vista of Wilmington's downtown (Fig. 1) which is a reminder

that Brandywine Village is a part of the whole city and that the sky-

line is a physical representation of the workings of the city. But a

skyline is also a potential work of art. An urban skyline is a

collective vista and every building has an effect on that vista. A

’ prominent single tower can add unity to the skyline by acting as

a visual focus. Another aspect of the skyline, its night lighting,

adds to the importance of the vista by adding the drama and excite-

· ment of its patterns of light and dark.

Another landmark of Brandywine Village is a church (Fig. 2)

_ built in the 1850's as a part of the Brandywine Village community.

As such, it rightly deserves its prominent location made possible

by an enclosure of space which focuses one‘s attention in that direction
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only. Because the church does not close the view entirely, the

viewer is made aware of the fact that more of the city exists

beyond.

h

It is perhaps ironic that the two sides of life represented by

the landrnarks of the church and the downtown skyline--those two

sides being the sacred and the profane——shou1d be in opposite

. directions geographically (Fig. 3).
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l
Urban Furnishings

The furnis hings of a city include a variety of objects which can

be regarded as the city's interior attire. By learning to recognize

them for their aesthetic value as well as their practical worth, they

could play a much richer role in the urban landscape.

Street lamps, telegraph poles, fence posts, signs, and even

. automobiles (Fig. 4) are objects of everyday life that furnish the
V

street. When combined with a winding street and the ever changing

I
forms of trees, a feeling of movement is established. In common

with lamps, telegraph poles, street signs, etc, are shop displays

and signs, bus stops, parking meters, mail boxes, lights (Fig. 5),

fascias, which all together eventually determine character.
13

The furnishings of a street may be controlledand unified, or it

may be left to the individual proprietor to determine the effect that

his shop sign will have on the total character of the street. The fact

‘
is however, that advertising is accepted as a part of our society,

which gives us a variety of sign shops, sizes, and colors having a

vitality all their own. 14
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Character

This street of Brandywine Village (Fig. 6) sums up the basic

character and quality of this urban area, giving it proportion,

elegance, high density, and the contrast oF greenery along this

narrow street. The trees and houses trap the sky and provide an

enclosure For the street as well as For the view oF a colonial mansion

~ at the opposite end. Similar to an example used by Gordon Cullen

in his book Townscape. The vista is not a closed one——it is a

F
deflected one. ". . . the building at the endgis deüected away From the

right angle, thus arousing the expectation that it is doing this to some

purpose, i.e. , that there is a place at the end of the street as yet

unseen.
"15 In this case, the place at the end oF the street alluded

to by the deFlection is the neighborhood shops.

F
The enclosure oF the street, the sky, the warm bric|<work, the

patterns created by stairs, windows, and arched doorways as they

· ' proceed up the slope, create a Feeling oF intimacy and cordiality.

The structure at the end oF the view (Fig. 7) was once the home

oF a mill owner, whose mill existed along the river in the countryside

A
nearby his house. Its Formal geometry, large size, and Flood oF steps

leading up to the entry give it a Feeling of importance and power,
l

. setting it apart From most other buildings in Brandywine Village and

providing a delightfbl contrast. It is a reminder that the role of

Brandywine Village was once as a milling center. Since its renovation
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in 1965 it has become the home of the Senior Citizen's Center of

Wilmington. Craft items produced by the elderly are sold in a shop

across the street which is owned and operated by the elderly. So

not only has this distinguished structure provided the elderly

with a social and cultural center of their own, but it has enabled them

to take an active role in the on—going life of the neighborhood.
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Visual Patterns

When the elements of a design are repeated they form a pattern.

Visual patterns are pleasing to the eye because they are readily

comprehensible and do not create confusion. It is the repeated

patterns of the building facades that create a delightful visual unity
F

for this street. (Fig. 8)

Each individual building is seen to posess one set of stairs and

two arched doorways, indicating that each structure, articulated by

a change in elevation, is composed of two dwelling units. The cornice,

repeated windows, pairs of doorways, and repeated stairs are

elements that form a symetrical pattern which is repeated on each

unit as they "step" down the slope. Each building is a little lower

in elevation than the previous one and is reminescent of a time when

architecture was more responsive to the laws of nature and conformed

to the slope of the land. The entire scene is a series of repeated

·
patterns responding to the change in elevation, Through the visual

survey, the recognition of patterns became a very important learned

awareness.
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The Visual Enjoyment of Details

The details expressed on the facade of a building or the surface

of the pavement are nothing less than a tapestry of colors, textures

and patterns, readily available for the visual enjoyment of anyone

who wishes to notice them. Details add interest and richness to

what one sees, and give a feeling of immediacy to the visual environ-

ment. In their combined effort they make a common contribution to

the character of Brandywine Village. The awareness of the contri-

l
bution of details too represents a valuable learned experience through

the visual survey.
‘

A section taken through a typical building in Brandywine Village

(Fig. 9) illustrates various changes in material or elevation that are

used to articulate changes in function or purpose.

It is interesting to imagine the qualities of color and texture the

streets would have if they were paved with clinkers, as they probably
A

i
were originally.

The macadam used to pave the pres ent streets is very well suited

for its purpose of providing a smooth surface for automobiles. Ped-

estrians, however, should be given something more special, and

changes of pattern, color, and texture of the floor have a quality and

_ vitality all their own which is more suitable to one who is traveling on

Wßkt

The granite curb (Fig. 9) defines the boundary between Uwe
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pedestrian domain and that of the automobile, and provides a con-

trast in color and texture to the red brick (Figs. 10, 11) of the

paving and building walls. The ground beneath the brick floor has

settled over time and has given the pedestrian an intricately textured

surface due to the unevenness of the bricks. Bits of green grass or

moss grow in the joints between the bricks and provide an intricate

mosaic of color, texture, shadows, and patterns for the enjoyment

of anyone who walks across their surface.

W
Changes in level (Figs. 9, 10, 11) differentiate the private space

of the house from the public space of the street and the sidewalk.

This change of level is made possible by a series of steps which

themselves become a part of the furnishings and patterns of the

street.

The common material for the buildings of Brandywine \/illage is

red brick, the same as the floor, providing a unity of color and

l
texture. The brick pattern of the buildings is visually a common

bond, with occasionally something more interesting attracting the

eye such as the interspersed row of headers as shown in Fig. 10.

V
As the buildings themselves are constructed of brick bearing

l

walls, windows are necessarily of the "punched" type and are made

_ up of small panes of glass. The window sill and lintel are both clearly

visible and show where the opening beings and ends. The lintel of the

window and the door carries the weight of the wall above and is
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expressed in different ways--(Figs. 10,11) as a horizontal load

bearing elements, or as a brick arch. Both do the same job. The

iron calligraphy over the basement windows (Fig. 11) is a cursive

and delicate solution to the problem of protection.

The heavy cornice detail (Fig. 12) of the buildings in Brandywine

\/illage produces strong articulation for the top edge of the structure.

l
"It. . .divides the environment into the earthbound structures and the

airy volumes of the sky. . .
"16 and provides a visual stopping place

1
for the eye as it surveys the building.

The details expressed on the facade of a building as well as on

the pavement contribute to the visual enjoyment of the urban land-

scape, and collectively give an area of the city a distinctive character.
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Summary

The vis ual survey was essentially an exercise in learning to

"see" what has always been visible, but was not really seen. It was

an attempt to gain an appreciation of the character of Brandywine

\/illage and to begin to understand the elements that give it its

special qualities. "There is a lot of fun and a lot of drama to be

had from the environment.
"17

The qualities of Brandywine \/illage have been discussed in the

W
visual survey and include-—(a) views and landmarks (b) materials,

colors, patterns, and textures of paving and of buildings; (c) the

expression of building details (d) the relationship of the building to

the street (e) furnishings. All of these factors contribute to the

chacter of Brandywine \/illage, a character and quality that often

doesn‘t exist in newer urban areas, but more specifically, qualities

that could be responded to in new design.



I
RELATIONSHIPS OF

THE NEW DESIGN
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·
New and Old Environments

By the use of the visual survey, an awareness and sensitivity to

the qualitative aspects of the environment of Brandywine Village has

been developed. While the major criteria in designing the new

structure is to meet the requirements of function and C0¤S¤^¤Cti¤n

for that building, its design developed in awareness of these more

qualitative aspects so that as much as possible the new would not
bei

Foreign to the old and would become a part of the existing area.
h

i
Due to the fact that construction methods have changed over time,

as well as social criteria such as density requirements, it is im-

possible for what is new to posess the same scale or details as the

old. The attempt however was to sympathetically respect those

qualities .
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Pedestrian Activities

_The nature of the pedestrian activities in the existing area

Z

(Fig. 13) and in the new (Fig. 14) is organized so that shops are

located at ground level in a linear fashion, each with an individual,

recessed entry, and sign indicating the type of establishment and

perhaps also the proprietor. Goods are displayed and advertised

in large display windows to attract the pedestrians attention.

In both cases a diversity of functions is achieved in the neigh-

Z
borhood by locating either apartments or offices on upper levels

which provides a constant movement and flow of people thru the

site as well as providing a permanent base of residents——even after

5 p.m.

In the new design (Fig. 14) the pedestrian activities are not

located along the street; but instead, pedestrian and auto activities

have been separated so that now the pedestrain is given free reign

Z
over the plaza area. He is free to browse in the shop windows or

simply sit and watch the passersby. Plaza and seating areas provide

a pleasant compliment to the excitement and movement of the street,

and give the people of the neighborhood an opportunity to meet each
l

Z
other face to face.

Z

l
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—‘Figure 14
New Nei9hborh¤0d Sh°pping Environment

1
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Scale and Details·

The scale of the buildings of old Brandywine Village is appropriate

to that of the pedestrian. That is, all buildings are only two or three

stories in height which makes the immediate visual recognition of
A

details (all though not necessarily all in the same glance) possible,

(Fig. 15) and makes the visual environment come alive.

The appearance of small details such as cracks in the pavement,

parking meters, trees, doorways, paving and wall patterns are

factors that characterize an area.18 When details become apparent

A
the man made world starts to grow in interest and quality. Details

A
impart an immedicay; a feeling of assertion rather than negation and

indifference in an object. "19 _

Due to modern functional and density requirements, as well as

the technologies of today, it is not possible to match the scale or

details of the past. The effort has been to become sensitized to

these factors, and it is at this level that the effort to relate the new

to the old has occurred.

The highrise apartment building for example, (see axonometrics

pages 72,7® because of its mass and height, is of a different scale

than the surrounding area. The details of the balconies and the

alternating mass and void of the facade that faces the park works to

reduce the scale of the building by breaking it down into smaller

sections visually.
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As also seen in the axoncmetric drawings, the masses of the

buildings around the site create an enclosure For the spaces (voids)

in between. This enclosed outdoor space is for the sole use of

the pedestrian For shopping, walking, sitting, or traveling to the

park across the pedestrian bridges. "Enclosure of the outdoors. . .

instills a sense of position, or identity with the surroundings. It '

embodies the idea of "hereness. . .
"QO

which might be expressed as

'I am in it'. The degree of enclosure varies and sometimes opens

into a view (of the park). The spaces vary From large to narrow.
W

"The crowding together of buildings forms a pressure, an unavoid-

able nearness of detail, which is in direct contrast to the. . . "wider

plazas.21 .

This nearness of detail brought about by the enclosure of the

spaces provides the visual stimulation that makes being a pedes-

trian enjoyable. The patterns, textures, and details of the Floor

and of the building, the window details, reflections, the Fascia, all

become apparent and heighten the visual experience.

Although the buildings of the old area are oF a vertical nature,

(Fig. 16) and the new shops enclosing the pedestrian areas are of

a horizontal nature (Fig. 17 and axonometrics pages 72,73) the

pedestrian scale and interest provided by mass—void relationships,

rhythms, details and so Forth exists in both. The Fact that the old

is of a 19th century vocabulary and the new is of a 20th century
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Vocabulary, has little relevance. It is the intimate nature of the

environment that is important.
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Construction and Details

The details of a building are a function of the joining of the

buildings parts. It is impossible for us today to use the same details

as were used in the older buildings because the architectural vocabu-

lary and the construction methods used for modern buildings are

different from those of the existing Brandywine Village. Examples

of this difference in construction are the extensive use of reinforced

concrete, and Uwe large pieces of glass used in modern buildings.

The details of an existing building (Fig. 18) result from the
U

fact that the use of brick bearing walls required the use of lintels

over the windows to support the wall above. The bottom window

element, the sill, prevents water seepage into the window edge and

into the wall. The window elements thus become a visual element in

the facade of the building.
‘

A detail from the new apartment facade (Fig. 19) shows that

brick is used as a major building material as was done in the existing

buildings. This time though, because of the use of different construc-

tion methods, the reinforced concrete floor slab has also been

expressed. As in the old, the windows of the new building have been

made into important elements by expressing the window frame, however

in keeping with modern architectural vocabulary, large pieces of glass

have been substituted for the smaller individual window panes in the

existing buildings.
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New materials and construction methods require new architec-

tural solutions. The attempt has been to achieve a similar state as

the old, but with new details.
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The Pavement

The environment is composed of many individual, distinct

elements; separate houses, separate trees, separate zones, like a

series of totally unrelated notes played with one finger on a piano.22

One of Uwe most powerful ways of unifying this fragmented environ-

ment is by providing a field such as the paving of the floor. The floor

can bring the parts of the environment together by providing patterns

that stimulate a visual response,

The requirements of an automobile to have a smootlw and homo-
”

geneous surface along with the i_mportance society has placed upon

it, has resulted in the visual neutralization of the floor of our urban

spaces. The spaces between buildings (nwainly streets) which once had

the texture and color of cobble stone or brick, has changed from a

particular to a generalized surface--it has become a continuous

surface of concrete or asphalt.
;

The purpose of a distinctive paving pattern is not simply decora-

tion--although Uwis is one of its obvious benefits. The patterns

formed by using differing paving materials develop from differentiation

of use. Differing colors or textures of the paving can indicate differ-

ent uses. For example, a rough surface composed of cobble stones

can indicate a place where vehicles should park-—as it is difficult to

drive over the rough surface; or where one should not walk. Accepted

symbols such as zebra striped crossings indicate an area of roadway
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where the pedestrian has priority.

For the floor to become a connecting surface it cannot just be a

slab of concrete between buildings——providing homogeneity simply

because it is continuous. The floor can contribute its own uniqueness

and drama by changes of levels, scale, and texture.23

The existing sidewalks of Brandywine Village are made of brick

which not only provides the pattern, color and texture of the brick

itself, but due to the settling of the earth beneath the brick over time,

provides an infinitely varied sunface of shadows, cracks, and tex-
I

U
tures. In Fig. 22, the boundary between the sidewalk and the street

is not only differentiated by the usual change in elevation, but also by

a change of material from granite to brick. The granite curb acts
~

as a warning as well as an edge., and says-—"this is the edge of the

sidewalk. "

The brick pattern shown in Fig. 20 is the one that currently is

used to pave the sidewalks of Brandywine Village. A multitude of

patterns are of course possible and can provide variety for the floor

beneath the pedestrian. Several alternative paving patterns are shown

in Fig. 21.

Fig. 22 shows how the brick paving used for the sidewalks in

existing areas has been carried over and used in the new design.

Areas for sitting are differentiated from other areas by varying the

materials and patterns used for the floor. The floor is not just
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something the building stands on. It has an independent life; a

character and vitality pecularily its own.24

Fig. 23 shows the characteristic use of brick as paving for the
A

stepped pedestrian street. A granite strip is used to define the edge

of each step and to announce the forthcoming change in level.

Texture, patterns, and édgé differentiation have also been applied

to walls (Fig. 22, 23) so that all the elements begin to have a common-

ality, and the wall visually becomes an active part of the total scene.
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Character of Materials
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Edges and Seams

I

The two major edges of the site, Hutton Street and Race Street, ·

have been dealt with in the design in order that the new part will not

be a separate enclave into itself; that it will "speak" to its neighboring

buildings in Brandywine Village.

By their very nature, streets separate and divide one area from

another; and where they are not needed, the space should be given to

pedestrian us es. This is what was done to Hutton Street (Fig. 23).

It has been converted from an auto street into a stepped pedestrian

u
street allowing activity to occur in between the two parts of the site. U

Instead of being an edge, it is now a seam, and helps to maintain

A continuity by pulling the buildings on eac.h side of the street together.

Race Street however, creates an edge between two separate

functions that need to be linked together——the park and the rest of

Brandywine Village (see axonometric page 72,73). Fortunately, the

street is only two blocks long and receives only limited use .

Because of the pedestrian activity along Race Street due to the

apartment entry, shops, and seating along this residential street,

as well as the pedestrian bridges over the street, this edge has been

softened and the amenities of the park are readily accessible.
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Landmarks

"If there is logic in the arrangement of a Gif)/'S anatomy and if

that arrangement is visibly evident——articulated——the sense of

orientation will be strong. If there is logic, but little or no visible
U

articulation, a city can be confusing even to the point where it

arouses a high degree of frustration and anxiety, and the feeling of
l

being lost. "25

A prime way to orient oneself is by use of landmarks-—prominent

visual features in the landscapeisuch as skyscrapers, or natural
i

features such as rivers.

There are two major orienting landmarks seen from Brandywine

Village. One of them (Fig. 24) is the doyvntown skyline with a promi-

nent vertical skyscraper, indicating a different district of the city.

The second one (Fig. 25) is a church that was built as part of

Brandywine Village and as such is not only an orienting landmark and

a prime visual feature; but also provides Q/mbolic meaning both

religiously and historically to the area.

These two landmarks are vistas in opposite directions from the

site and are symbolic of opposing values in life of the sacred and

the profane.

The two symbols (landmarks) have been retained in the new design

and act as a visual tie, linking Brandywine Village with two opposing

aspects of the city.
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Downtown Skyline from Brandywine Village
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Symbolic Meaning in the Urban Environment
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By contrast with the enclosed nature of Uwe pedestrian spaces

which gives a quality of "hereness, " the vistas provide a quality of

"thereness, " creating an interplay between where one knows he is

and what one can see beyond,

Figure 26 shows Uwe downtown skyline and skyscraper as still

an important visual feature from Uwe newly developed site; the church

landmark (Fig. 27) is made the important feature it should remain

because Uwe existing street has been converted to a stepped pedestrian

plaza culminating in a direct view of the church.
7

Landmarks give us a sense of where we are, and where things

are in relation to us . All the parts of a city should relate to each

other.26 ‘
.

The apartment building itself (Fig. 28) gives Brandywine Village

its own landmark and provides immediate visual identigz for this

district of the city.
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Figure 26

The Skyline is Made into a Visual Focus
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Culmination of a View by a Landmark
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Program 1

Through the visual survey a sensitivity and an awareness to the

exis ting character of Brandywine Village has been developed. The

design which follows has developed in awareness of these character-

istics; the major goal being to design a building that was both ümctional

and buildable.The

new development was seen as an active and stimulating

neighborhood core providing a diversity of functions and activities

that encourage pedestrian movement through the site and increase

U
the chances of interpersonal contacts. Pedestrian plaza and seating

areas were seen as an aid in creating this neighborhood feeling, by

providing places where this interection could occur.

It was felt that the new design should reflect a character similar

to the exis ting area so that vis ually the new structures would also be

a part of the neighborhood. It was desired to achieve this similarity

in character by providing the intimacy and sense responses associated

with pedestrian scale, urban furnishings, the nearness of detail, color,

texture and patterns of paving and building materials and so forth.

The diversity of function (Chapter 1) needed to create opportunities

for the interaction of people with people, and people with the environ-

ment, is here translated into a program for the design of the new

section of Brandywine Village.

The new structure should include:
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1 . neighborhood shopping facilities

2. flexible office space
l

3. apartments ranging from studio to 3 bedroom.

A

The design s hould also include such supporting facilities as:

4. convenient parking with as little environmental

impact as possible ·

5. access for service and delivery vehicles.

The site exis ts on the interior of a city block with shopping and

traffic along one s ide (Market Street the northern edge of the site).
l

and the park and river on the southern edge. The final design was

seen as a link between Market Street and the park by providing a
”

series of pedestrian plazas and spaces off of which shopping should

be located. In this way pedestrian movement through the site will be

developed increasing the chances of personal contact at activity nodes

(see Fig. 29).

The site of the new development is steeply sloped from Market

Street down to the park and river on its opposite side. The building

was designed into the slope to provide underground parking and service

facilities.

The underground parking andlservice levels are lit naturally by

light wells located on the main plaza level. At this level the light

wells include planters and seatingv which all become part of the urban

furnishings. All shops are located at ground level. Offices are located
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in the main structure above the shops, with access from the skylighted

interior space. The mechanical level visually separates the apart-

ments above from the public activities of shopping and offices below.

Apartments range from studio to three bedroom, have generous

size balconies, and overlook either the park, the river, and down-

town, or Brandywine Village itself. The apartment building is

entered via either the entry at the park level, or from the level of

the pedestrian plaza above.

At ground level shops are located along pedestrian circulation
i

routes which begin at the narrow entrance at Market Street and

continue through both wide and narrow spaces, around both sides of

the building to pedestrian bridges where pne has the opportunity to cross

over to the park via either of two bridges.
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The Structural System

The structural system used in the design of this building is

reinforced concrete, utilizing both waffle slab and one—way pan

f
joist construction because of the alternating bay sizes of 20'—20'-

25'-20'—20' , by 27' . Reinforced concrete was selected because of

V the aesthetic qualities that can be achieved by exposing the slab

ribs or by casting patterns into its surface. Also concrete, as

opposed to steel, does not require exterior fireproofing.
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The Mechanical Systenl

Because of the large area covered by the main building and the

two separate shopping locations, the mechanical sys tems utilizes

both an all air sys tem as well as a hot and chilled water system.

Hot and chilled water from the mechanical level services the

individual apartment units as well as the two shopping areas not .

located in the main buildingz, thus eliminating the need to run large

ducts to each apartment or to the separate shops .
‘

The shopping and oFFice areas located on the ground and second

b
Floor of the main building are serviced directly by ducts from the

mechanical level because of the close proximity.

An axonometric drawing of the mechanical sys tems is seen on

page 85.
‘

l
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TABLE 2

SPAN DEPTH CALCULATIONS

TYPE SPAN RATIO DEPTH

WAPPLE 27' 24-30 11 in.
SLAB ‘ _

PAN 20' 16-21 E
11.5 in.

JOIST
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TABLE 4.

PRELIMINARY STRUCTURE CALCULATIONS
4

TYPICAL COLUMN PARKING GAFQAGE

INTERIOR OOLUMN AREA 1.1><25x27 742 sq.ft.

c0L. A><IAL LOAD Pu .67KSF x 742 sq.Ft. 600K

ASSUMED
f•c

51<SI %Ag 6% LINE 4

AREA; A 140 sc;. im

12·· X 12··
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TABLE 5

APARTMENT ELEVATORS

Given:

Type building--Apts.

# Floors-—eight g

Total pop.——15O

Max interval--40 sec.
7

1. Total travel 8 x 12 96'

2. 13% (150) 20

6. 200 Fc./min.

Try 2000 lb. cap. _

4. 135 sec. round trip time
f i

5. Passengers/trip 10 g

6. Passenger cap./car/5 min . = 60 x 5 x 10
135

= 22.2 people/5 min.

7. (20/22.2) = .9

8. Interval (135/1) = 135 sec.

9. Min interval 12 sec.

Max interval 40 sec.
‘

10. (135/2) = 67 sec. interval time

11 . Times for apartment building ·elevator are not critical

Use two elevators. ‘
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Conclusion

Bas ed. . . "on the premis e that continuity with the past is the

hallmark of civilization"; it has been a goal of this thesis to design

a building that would fit into the context of an urban site whose

buildings are From the previous century. The eFf’ort has been to

relate the new structure to its immediate historic context as well

as to the larger urban context, as each building and district of a

city is a part in the total urban design.

Due to contemporary density, social, and technical criteria it

is impossible for the new design to be exactly the same as what

exists . ~

It is possible, however, to give a new structure a certain

determined bias, in this case the same experiential qualities as the

existing Brandywine Village.
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